
OUR MISSION To improve health and wellness by 
actively restoring indoor air to its pure, natural state 

where no pollution or contaminants exist, while 
reducing energy use and emissions in the process.



PUT HEALTH AND WELL-BEING AT 
THE HEART OF YOUR HOME

THE ATMOSAIR ADVANTAGE
Actively Recharging, Continuously Disinfecting The Air We Breathe

AtmosAirTM is the leading manufacturer of air purification systems 

using bipolar ionization technology. Our unique patented system 

has been rigorously tested and scientifically proven to be 

among the most effective solutions for comprehensive indoor 

air purification. Unlike other systems, AtmosAir doesn’t wait for 

pollutants to find their way into a filter. Instead, energized ions 

actively seek out and neutralize contaminants at their source 

throughout your indoor environment, mimicking the way nature 

cleanses the air outdoors.

The Result?  AtmosAir removes inhalable particulates and 

pathogens – including dust, dander, allergens, molds, VOCs, 

odors, viruses, germs, and airborne and surface bacteria – to 

create healthy indoor environments where people thrive, while 

doing it efficiently and cost effectively.

Recent studies indicate that by removing allergens and asthma 

triggers from the indoor environment, AtmosAir purification 

systems can also promote better and more restful sleep. 

• We are what we breathe. When we breathe cleaner air, we reduce illnesses, sleep better, feel fresher, and 

stay more alert. 

• While modern homes provide a tighter seal to conserve energy, they are also prone to trap more 

contaminants. The US EPA estimates that nearly two-thirds of our toxic chemical exposure comes from 

our homes.   

• Airborne molds, bacteria, viruses, allergens, asthmagens and off-gassed volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) make for a veritable cocktail of indoor pollutants. Conventional air filtration systems lack the 

ability to address the problem at the source and often treat only 40% of particulates that exist in the air.

Indoor air quality is one 

of the top five most 

urgent environmental 

risks to public health.

“ “

Attic 

dust, 

formaldehyde

Garage

paints, solvents, 

mold and mildew, 

gasoline fumes, 

pesticides, herbicides

Bathroom

mold, mildew, bacteria 

and viruses, household 

cleaning agents

Bedrooms

dust and dust mites, 

bacteria and viruses, 

pet dander

Living Area

tobacco smoke, 

organic chemicals 

from carpeting, 

furniture, glues and 

varnishes, pet dander 

and other allegens

Kitchen

household 

cleaning agents, 

formaldehyde, 

smoke

Yard

pollen, dust, 

pesticides and 

herbicides



HOW IT WORKS

Air Cleaning Ions Are A Naturally Occuring 
Phenomenon

Ionization is nature’s air cleaning process, restoring nature’s 

balance.  Ion levels are high in elevated pristine natural settings 

but fall off in more populated and polluted environments. The 

positive and negative oxygen ions generated by the AtmosAir 

system attract, bind, and neutralize all types of pollutants found 

in indoor air, mimicking the process that occurs in nature.

Microbes, Pathogens, Molds, 
Particulates, Viruses, and VOCs – 
Eliminated

The AtmosAir system has been rated ‘excellent’ 

or ‘good’ at removing the most common indoor 

air quality contaminants, with a record of 99.98% 

proven microbial and pathogen reduction.

AtmosAir Continuous DisinfectionTM, Active Ionization Technology

The beauty of the AtmosAir system is how 

easily it integrates into your home. The system 

ensures all airflow passes over its patented 

bipolar ionization tubes to energize the air 

with positive and negative ions throughout all 

the spaces served by a residential HVAC duct 

system, or applicable space if a standalone unit 

is used. 

AtmosAir has been proven effective in creating 

healthy indoor environments across a variety 

of commercial applications, from hospitals to 

schools to commercial buildings. The AtmosAir 

system is now available for home/residential 

use. Installation takes less than 45 minutes, 

and homeowners can start to experience the 

benefits in less than one hour.

AtmosAir Removes From 

The Air Anything You 

Shouldn’t Be Breathing
“ “

Incoming air passes over AtmosAir tubes to charge oxygen 
molecules creating ions that actively cleanse the air 
throughout your home environment.

AtmosAir ionization levels mimic those of the mountains
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WHY IT’S BETTER

99.98% Proven Microbial & Pathogen Reduction

Staphylococcus Saprophyticus, 

Escherichia coli, MS2 Bacteriophage 

and Clostridium Difficile (C-Diff) 

were aerosolized in a test chamber 

and a control group and test group 

were studied. All four organisms 

showed a 99.98% reduction after 

only 15 minutes of exposure 

to AtmosAir bipolar ions when 

compared to a control group.

Source: AntiMicrobial Test Labs, Round Rock, TX 

Relative Performance of AtmosAir Matterhom when Tested Against Bioaerosolized Microorganisms
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Improving Indoor Air At The Source. The Benefits Are Clear.

Treats all contaminants in 
the space – not just some

Removes up to 90% of 
harmful VOCs

Alleviates allergies & asthma 
symptoms by eliminating 
airborne triggers

Eliminates household odors 
(pets, cooking, cleaning 
products) and smokers’ 
particulates

Removes up to 95% of 
ultra-fine particulates 

HEALTH

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

• Healthier Families  

• Reduced Illness  

• Eliminates Odors And Smell

• Promotes Better Sleep

• Reduced Medication Expenses

• Increased Energy Savings

• Less Energy Consumption

• Reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions

“Thank you for installing your AtmosAir purification system throughout my home. Chinese 
drywall devastated the air quality in my home – we literally had to take out all of the walls 
and rebuild completely… I need to tell you the AtmosAir system worked perfectly. The air 
quality is great in our home and my wife and kids can tell the positive impact it has made. 

I think so highly of your system that I have recommended it to our ownership that we 
consider installing the system throughout the Saints Training Center and would be happy 

to share our positive feedback with coaches, and owners, as well as the NFL.”

– Sean Payton, Head Coach, New Orleans Saints



PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND INSTALLATION 

WE MAKE CLEAN AIR VISIBLE 

Measurably Clean Indoor Air. 
A Decade of Proven Results.

AtmosAir Multi-Core Composite Tubes

• Durable, Shatterproof 

• Produces More Ions than  

Conventional Glass Tubes

• Withstands Wide Temperature Swings 

• Easy to Handle and Replace 

• Two-Year Life Span 

AtmosAir

AtmosCareAtmosAware AtmosSmart

indoor air purification system

managed service (maintenance)indoor air quality monitoring system ionization level controller

Simple and Efficient 
Installation and Replacement

• Takes less than 45 minutes

• Easy access to ionization tubes for 

cleaning and replacement

• Benefits to occupants are typically 

noticeable in less than 1 hour

Real-Time IAQ Monitoring & Ionization Control Wi-Fi Enabled Indoor 
Environment Sensors 

The AtmosAware and AtmosSmart 

system make clear air visible by using 

proprietary technology to ensure optimal 

air ion levels are maintained throughout 

your space. AtmosSmart sensors measure 

different environmental conditions such 

as TVOC, PM 2.5, CO2, Temperature, and 

Relative Humidity. The AtmosSmart logic-

based controller, used in commercial 

settings, interprets the data and 

automatically adjusts ion intensity to 

ensure optimal levels and air cleaning 

performance are maintained, 24/7.

We’ve got the ‘Before & After’ 

data to validate successful results 

and energy reductions across 

hundreds of project applications 

in every commercial sector. Let 

us show you.

CASE STUDY:  
USC John McKay Center, 
LA IAQ Conclusion

CASE STUDY: 
Whittier Elementary School (MA) 
IAQ Conclusion

• Track and Measure 

Temperature

• Relative Humidity

• CO2

• PM2.5 (particulate)

• VOCsMonitor local outdoor & indoor air 
quality, 24/7, on your phone or screen

ATMOSAIR SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE

-96%

-62%

-50.6%

TVOC (Avg.)

PM 10 (Avg.)

PM 2.5 (Avg.)

ATMOSAIR SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE

-33%

-86%

-88%

-54%

-99%

Methane

PM 2.5

PM 10

Ammonia

Propane



HEALTHY RESULTS FOR LEADING BRANDS

418 Meadow Street Suite 204. Fairfield, CT 06824.  •  Tel: 203-335-3700 Toll Free: 1-888-MY AIR-11

2115 E. Cedar Street Suite 6. Tempe, AZ 85281.  •  Tel: 480-629-4784

Commercial Sectors Served by AtmosAir

• Offices Buildings

• Healthcare/Hospitals

• Schools/Universities

• Hospitality/Hotels

• Casinos

• Restaurants/Food Service

• Sports

• Airports

• Assisted Living

AtmosAir is proud to work with a wide range of world-class companies, institutions, and like-minded 

industry partners and associations that believe in the value of healthier indoor environments.

What Our Customers Say

I’ve had the AtmosAir in my home for a few weeks now and I am very pleased. My biggest issues 
were always smells and allergies and this has definitely proven to be a tremendous help in 

reducing both. The air smells cleaner, and food and house smells dissipate faster. My husband has 
severe allergies and he has felt some relief since the AtmosAir was installed. I believe that this has 

been a fantastic investment, I would definitely recommend it to friends and customers

— Jessica Lawrence, Trademasters, VA 

“My 14-year old son was having chronic outbreaks of MRSA. It got so bad that he was 
hospitalized for 3 days. After many months of frustration and visiting 5 different doctors, 
I brought this AtmosAir machine (the T400) home and plugged into my son’s room. The 

next thing I know, after a few days, his MRSA cleared up and he went for a whole 8 months 
MRSA-free!  I swear by this machine. I can’t say enough about it because it is one less thing 

I have to worry about. The scars on Tyler’s body are now gradually clearing up, and he is 
looking normal again. We both thank you so much!” 

— Sue Ann Meister, Ballston Spa, NY

“This letter is to thank you for introducing me to Clean Air. As you know, I bought the stand alone 
purifier and installed it in my home. Within one hour, the air inside my home was.... noticeably cleaner 
and the dust that had been visible was gone. More importlantly, my son Colby’s allergies and asthma 
have virtually disappeared since installing this system. The coughing, sneezing and wheezing are all 
gone. We no longer use an inhaler, or the other allergy medicines we were using on a daily basis.”

— Heather Hendrickson, Westport, CT


